2008 impala actuator

I'm in the midst of replacing the driver's side actuator for the second time and when plugging in
the new one it began to turn. Now, I probably should have disconnected the battery but I didn't
even so the actuator shouldn't be running when the car is off right? So might it be a faulty
contact, terminal, or? I don't know much about cars, electrical stuff, or anything really but I
know eventually plastic teeth on a gear will break if it's continues to try turning a post that is not
moving. Thank you all for sharing! GuruKLBM8 answered about a year ago. How many
actuators does a Chevy Impala have and how much do they cost. I had two actuators replaced
in my impala. Car is still clicking when AC used, open front doors and even when car is turn off.
Why is it still making a noise How many actuators are there in a Chevy impala ltz? My impala
sounds like there are 5 and all of them are bad. Now, I probably should have disconnected the
battery but I didn't ev I replaced all 3 actuators today but my driver side is still making the
clicking noise. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Impala actuators. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet
Impala question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Chevrolet Impala Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. P is a relatively common trouble code. It only affects
vehicles with variable valve timing VVT. This means that it has the same definition regardless of
the make or model of the vehicle. It has the same definition for the Chevy Impala as it does the
Ford Taurus. The Chevy Impala utilizes camshaft actuators to change the valve lift depending
on the RPM of the motor. This allows for a more efficient cam profile at any speed. This
increases engine efficiency and power. Camshaft Position Actuators change the lift of the
camshaft up to 25 degrees. So, if you have low oil pressure or dirty oil, it can keep them from
doing their job properly, and trigger P When these camshaft actuators go bad, the engine will no
longer be able to properly change the valve timing and there may be a noticeable loss of fuel
economy and power. When the camshaft actuators go bad, they can leave the engine timing a
wreck. Here are some of the typical symptoms of P in the Chevy Impala:. There are quite a few
different things that can cause the P Here are the most common causes:. Always make sure that
you check everything else that you can before actually opening up an engine. Good luck
diagnosing the P in your Chevy Impala. If you would like to add anything, please leave a
comment below. If your Impala has the P trouble code it will typically not pass the State
emissions tests. Chevy Impala P Symptoms When the camshaft actuators go bad, they can
leave the engine timing a wreck. Decreased Gas Mileage â€” Now the engine can no longer
adjust its cam timing on the fly, it will no longer be able to produce optimal combustion which
equals poor economy. Lost Power â€” The engine will not be able to produce as much power.
This is because the cam profile will not allow it run a performance power curve when you need
more power. The wiring harness to the intake camshaft position sensor may also develop a
poor connection. For those that have experienced this problem I decided to post some photos
that help reveal where the failure occurs. When I opened the actuator several of the damaged
teeth fell out of the casing. A closer photograph reveals that several teeth from a gear are
missing:. I suspect that all of these that have failed in my vehicle would show the same
problem. Could this problem be solved by using metal gears? The rod that goes into actuator
began spinning. THAT is the problemâ€”electricity running to actuator causing the gears to spin
when there is no blend door to open. Chevy knows this but of course would rather us continue
to buy parts over and over again. You are commenting using your WordPress. You are
commenting using your Google account. You are commenting using your Twitter account. You
are commenting using your Facebook account. Notify me of new comments via email. Notify me
of new posts via email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Share this: Email Facebook Twitter Print. Like this: Like Loading Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Enter your comment here Fill in your details below or click an icon to log in:. Email
required Address never made public. Name required. Add your thoughts here Email Required
Name Required Website. Post was not sent - check your email addresses! Sorry, your blog
cannot share posts by email. This product was great arrived in 3 to 4 days I think. It took a good
deal of time to install had to replace it on the drivers side under the steering wheel right side
near the ac controls it's great to get in my car again and it not sound like a time bomb everytime
you open and close a door. I will order another one again for my passenger side actuator Yes
folks there are two of these motors for your car driver and passenger side. This Impala goes
through these rather quickly. This is the 5th one I have replaced in 60, miles. I do not think it is a
bad part, but no proof either way. There are not many people who make this part. SO it is
working fine for now, time will tell. So far your Air Flap Actuator are working fine from years

ago. This is the other OME that has gone bad. But I nevered received credit for the three I
returned! This is working great. Shipped fast and was easy to install. Looks just like the original
oem. Great product to be aftermarket. Worked great. I odrer from parts geek quite often and
have yet to recieve a bad part. The product arrived when they say it was,in secure package. Skip
to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Blower Motor. Blower Motor Regulator. Blower
Motor Resistor. Heated Seat Element Connector. Heater Core. Heater Hose. Heater Hose
Connector. Heater Hose Set. R12 Refrigerant Oil. Schrader Valve. Air Intake. Body Electrical.
Chemicals and Fluids. Cooling System. Diesel Injection. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine
Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. DIY Solutions. Four
Seasons. Standard Motor Products. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement Air Flap Actuator - Main.
Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Replacement Air Flap Actuator.
Features: OE Style for easy replacement and fitment. Four Seasons Air Flap Actuator. Dorman
Air Flap Actuator - Main. Dorman Air Flap Actuator. Product List Price:. Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Features: The electrical switch is designed to give feedback to the
engine management system. In earlier vehicles, they are used to directly turn the compressor
off to avoid compressor failure. Autotecnica Air Flap Actuator. Image is not vehicle specific.
Standard Motor Products F September 15th, Posted by Installed it on my impala lt model.
Dorman November 26th, Posted by OEM part. SKP SK May 21st, Posted by Carl Crisci.
November 27th, Posted by Great product. April 27th, Posted by Air flap actuator. January 21st,
Posted by Candil. Catalog: E. Vehicle Chevrolet Impala. Vehicle Notes Position Chevrolet
Impala. Catalog: S. Catalog: B. Catalog: A. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Engine Chevrolet Impala. It is a
real pain not being able to trust that all doors lock when you hit the key fob. I must check each
door to make sure they are all locked. When I need to get something out of my back seat, I must
roll the back windows down to manually reach in and unlock the back doors since most of the
time the doors do not unlock when you hit the fob or the manual front door drive side lock
controls, that unlock the car doors. When using my power door locks, my front doors will not
always completely lock or unlock. This happens with both the remote and the interior lock
button. It occurs randomly. It happens with unlock or lock functions, and I never know when it
will happen. The back doors, which don't have the standing lock buttons, are never affected.
They respond every time. Sometimes, the locks do not unlock all the way, for example when I
shift from a moving gear into park. This is a significant problem, especially since the driver door
is the only one with a key entry. I have to unlock my door, get in, and reach across to unlock the
passenger. This is not very comfortable for me, or if it is raining heavily it is also a pain. Since I
have no warranty, I have been hesitant to look this over. It began happening at 40K miles, and I
never figured out if it would have fallen under any other type of warranty coverage. I am now at
K miles and it is still a pain in my butt. I bought my Impala in it only had 13, miles on it. The
passenger back door lock stopped working, maybe a year after I had it. And in , the Driver side
rear lock now only works sporadically. It sometimes works if you use the Driver main control.
But most of the time it doesn't. So I'm constantly rolling down the back windows to unlock both
doors. I have power locks for a reason, and I can't use them, and from many complaints I"m
seeing, I don't understand how we have to pay to fix this problem. Rear driver side door lock
stopped working with the key fob or the buttons inside the car. You had to manually push the
lock down or pull the lock up. But I am so tired of not being able to put things in the back seat
on the drivers side that I went ahead and had it fixed. With only one key hole on the entire car
you have to manually unlock driver side and reach to unlock other doors or roll down windows
and walk around to unlock thru open windows. This started in the summer of When the weather
turned cooler in the fall they started working again and worked thru most of the spring until the
weather got warm again. He acted like the weather couldn't possibly have anything to do with
why they didn't work. I've seen other complaints online about this issue on several impala's not all models - but I haven't seen how they've resolved the problem. The locks are the most
important part of the car if you want to keep it around while your still paying for it. Maybe they
should go back to manual unlock and lock again. It worked. Driver's door needs key to get in,
back door have to roll down window so people can unlock door by hand to get in. The locks do
not work most of the time with the remote. It has to do with the heat. When it is cold I do not
have issues but when it is hot they start having troubles. Passenger side rear door won't unlock
with the keyless entry remote or the unlock button on the drivers door. To unlock the door you
manually have to pull of the lock. The problem is very annoying and and unhandy as you cannot
get in that side at all because it won't come unlocked. Earlier this year my passanger rear door
lock quit working a few months later my front drivers side door also quit working this is a pain
in the ass to auto start my car, even if i lock both doors it still will not auto start. So if anybody
has any solutions that would be great. I have never encountered a sensor problem for door
locks on any of the various cars that I've owned over the years i have had them. Is this

something others are experiencing too? I tried to get out of the driver's door and it wouldn't
open. Not easy to say the least! After trying the remote, handle, etc, I was finally able to get into
the back and pull up the door lock and as long as I keep the door unlocked very frustrating to
have to do this for fear of theft I can open the door from outside or in. However, the lock no
longer operates with the remote or interior switches and must be locked and unlocked
manually. I haven't talked to a mechanic yet to find out how much more of a pain it will be when
I get the bill. The rear door locks will not operate via the electrical. This I believe causes a
hazard for a rear seat passenger especially an infant or young child. They could be trapped by
the in-ability of the driver to activate the rear door locks to evacuate the rear seat passengers in
an emergency. This was sporadic. Since then, all 4 doors have this issue. It's a pain because to
get into the back seat, I have to put key in ignition and turn on power, lower back door window
and manually unlock. One consistent thing about this issue is heat. I live in San Antonio, TX and
in the morning the locks on the doors work fine when temp is below 85 degrees. This issue
definitely has to do with outdoor heat. Just not sure why - other than it's another poorly built
Chevy. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Chevrolet dealer. Most Common
Solutions: not sure 18 reports replaced lock assembly 3 reports replace sensors 2 reports
replace lock actuator 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
Impala problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops
in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. Have to make sure that all the doors are locked, back doors. Typical GM
problem. Passenger side door lock actuator has failed. When your habit is the auto locking its a
pain to reset to using manual locks. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
For more information go to Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option
and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE
replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable
brand name for replacement parts th Looking to swap out your door lock actuator? Established
in , ACDelco manufact We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Refine by:. Door Lock Actuator part. Product Fit. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold.
Showing 1 - 15 of 20 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: RC Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RB Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 20 results. Featured Brands.
Reviews Questions, Answers. Since , Standa Dec 09, Received the correct part with quick
delivery. Stephen McNeely. Purchased on Dec 01, Jun 17, Super happy. Greatest place to get
parts they don't lie placed order instant email tracking asap part shows up quickly identical
replacement could not be HAPPIER will use for now on thanks to all that helped you guys
ROCK. James BOYD. Purchased on Jun 10, Apr 29, Overall a good part. Was satisfied with the
actuator except for the plastic grommets that the linkage connects to. I remove the ones from
the original actuator and use them in a replacement. Purchased on May 22, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. Symptoms of a Faulty Door Lock Actuator. Contact Us. Phone Number
Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply
Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For more information go to Replacement - the most
affordable brand name for replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Support
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s. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Quantity Sold. Returns Policy. Showing
1 - 5 of 5 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RB Part
Number: SIF Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 5 of 5 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions,
Answers. Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Feb 08, Purchased on Jan 20, Jan 29, Simply Fix for an
Annoying Problem. Exactly what I needed. I recieved it really quick and it was a perfect fit.
Carolyn Rice. Nov 14, Haven't installed yet. Fast delivery Quality products as always. Would
definitely be shopping with you guys in the future. Jermaine Evans. Purchased on Oct 29, Show
More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

